BLUE STAR POLICE SUPPLY SIZING INFORMATION
Please use our general sizing guidelines for ordering your products.
Cap Sizing:
Sizes:S/M (6 3/4” - 7 1/4”)
L/XL (7 1/8” - 7 5/8”)
Shoe/Boot Sizing:
Boot sizing is best accomplished by using a Brannock device by a shoe professional. Remember that
athletic/running shoes can vary greatly in sizing. Professional footwear usually follows a true-fit
process and you will likely wear the same size in most professional duty/tactical boots. If you are in
doubt please place your socked foot on a sheet of paper and carefully trace the outline of your foot
while standing erect and upright with all your weight on your foot. Then measure your foot length and
width and email that to us.
Glove Sizing:
Using a cloth or flexible measuring tape, measure around your closed hand (fist) immediately below
the knuckles and use that number for sizing. If you have unusually long fingers use the next size up.

Body Armor Sizing:
Please download the appropriate sizing form, have someone help you with your measuring and email
or fax the sizing sheet to us. Hold the measuring tape snug but not tight to your body. Take all
measurements with your arms relaxed at your side. Take all measurements with your duty belt and
trousers on for best results.

ARMOR EXPRESS CONCEALABLE BALLISTIC MALE SIZING FORM:
http://www.armorexpress.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Armor-Express-Male-Sizing-Form.pdf
ARMOR EXPRESS CONCEALABLE BALLISTIC FEMALE SIZING FORM:
http://www.armorexpress.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/08/armorexpress_female_sizing_form_download.pdf
ARMOR EXPRESS TACTICAL BALLISTIC VEST SIZING FORM:
http://www.armorexpress.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Armor-Express-Tactical-Sizing-Form.pdf

ARMOR EXPRESS TACTICAL BALLISTIC HELMET SIZING FORM:
http://www.armorexpress.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/armorexpress_helmet_sizing_form.pdf
POINT BLANK CONCEALABLE BALLISTIC MALE SIZING FORM:
http://www.pointblankenterprises.com/assets/301014-male-concealable-sizing-form.pdf
POINT BLANK CONCEALABLE BALLISTIC FEMALE SIZING FORM:
http://www.pointblankenterprises.com/assets/301013-female-concealable-sizing-form.pdf

POINT BLANK TACTICAL BALLISTIC VEST SIZING FORM:
http://www.pointblankenterprises.com/assets/301015-tactical-sizing-form.pdf

Duty Belt Sizing:
Measure your waist loosely and add 2” to that measurement for duty belts.
Uniform Shirt Sizing:
Uniform shirt sizing is done by measuring your neck measurement at its widest point for short sleeve
shirts. Add your sleeve measurement for long sleeve.
Collar: Measure around the fullest part of your neck. Ensure the tape measure is level all the way
round and take the measurement with your index finger underneath the tape. This will ensure your
collar is a comfortable fit, and not too tight.
Sleeve: Place your hand on your hip, with your arm bent at 90 degrees. Then have someone
measure the distance from the center back of your neck (along your shoulder and elbow) all the way
to your wrist.
Uniform Pants Sizing:
Measure around your waist without pulling the tape tight. Most trousers are sized by even sizing (32,
34, 36…) so round up to the next even number unless your measurement falls on an even number
when measured loosely. Inseam is measured from your crotch seam to where you want your pants
to stop. This is usually around 1” from the ground when wearing boots/shoes. When in doubt, round
up.

